The role of polymerase eta in somatic hypermutation determined by analysis of mutations in a patient with xeroderma pigmentosum variant.
To determine the possible role of polymerase eta (pol eta) in somatic hypermutation of B cells, a mutational analysis of 24 nonproductive rearrangements from a patient with xeroderma pigmentosum variant with a defect in pol eta was conducted. Although the mutational frequency of A and T bases decreased in WA (A/T, A) motifs, regardless of their RGYW (purine, G; pyrimidine, A/T) context, the overall mutational frequency of A or T bases was not affected. Moreover, the overall mutational frequency of the sequences examined was not decreased. There was an apparent increase in the number of insertions and deletions. The results are consistent with the conclusion that pol eta specifically targets WA motifs. However, its overall contribution to the somatic hypermutational process does not appear to be indispensable and in its absence other mechanisms maintain mutational activity.